
Introducing TrashPiles – The World’s Most
Environmentally-Friendly NFT Project

TrashPiles is on the environmentally

conscious blockchain, Solana.

CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, January

16, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A

brand-new NFT has hit the market and

it’s the most innovative and

environmentally-friendly to date –

TrashPiles.

TrashPiles is a charity NFT project with

an aim to support environmental

sustainability efforts.  The project plans

to donate $100,000 to the TeamSeas

ocean-cleanup organization initially,

with recurring donations set after from

a 5% transaction fee on the secondary

marketplace. The initial donation will

remove 100,000 pounds of trash and

waste from beaches and waterways

around the world.

While this in of itself is a positive and socially responsible mission, the team at TrashPiles decided

donations are simply not enough to support such an important cause.  Developers have gone

one step further by deciding to host the NFT project on the Solana blockchain, which is not only

beneficial to users’ wallets, but is also the most environmentally conscious blockchain on the

market.  Solana uses only 1/400,000 the amount of energy per transaction as its competition,

Ethereum, which consumes the same amount of energy per transaction as burning five gallons

of gasoline.  

“Our project is unique in that we will have the largest positive environmental impact out of all

NFT projects that have come before us,” says one of TrashPiles’ co-founders, Jake.  “What many

people don’t realize is that Ethereum’s vast energy consumption has yielded a wildly high

amount of carbon dioxide production.  From one Ethereum transaction, 97 lbs (44 kg) of CO2 is

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://trashpiles.io/


released into the atmosphere!  To put that into perspective, it takes one mature, adult tree one

full year to absorb 44 lbs of CO2.  This means that NFT projects on Ethereum blockchain, like

CryptoPunks and BoredApeYachtClub, have thousands of transactions under their belt and have

put out millions of pounds of CO2 into the atmosphere.  This is completely unacceptable and

needs to change.”

In 2021, Solana announced that their blockchain became carbon neutral, so any transactions

involving the TrashPiles project already result in a net neutral impact on the environment. "We

couldn’t be more pleased with our collaboration with such a wonderful blockchain partner."

-Jake

To help ensure the longevity of the TrashPiles project, the platform will have a 5% fee on every

aftermarket transaction that will go directly to charity in order to keep the donations steadily

flowing.  There is also a 2.5% transaction fee for future development surrounding TrashPiles to

keep the utilities of its NFTs unique and strong and to continue to drive the project to new

heights. "From now all the way to the original mint and beyond, we will ensure the price of our

NFTs remain steady and growing, as we continue to bring more and innovative utilities to each

TrashPile." - Jake

For more information about TrashPiles, please visit https://trashpiles.io/ or on Discord.

About TrashPiles

Developed in 2021, TrashPiles was co-founded by Jake and Christian, outdoor and environmental

enthusiasts and crypto/NFT investors.  Since September of the same year, the duo has been

working tirelessly to see their dream become a reality, finalizing artwork, web development,

Discord management, the project's roadmap, and the development of their NFT’s utilities.

Jake

TrashPiles

info@trashpiles.io
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